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Normal~ed lowering and raising operators are constructed for the orthogonal group in the canonical 
group cha~n O(n) :' <?(n - 1) => ••• ~ 0(2) with the aid of graphs which simplify their construction. 
By successive applicatlO.n of such l.o~enng oper.ato~s f~r O(n), O(n - 1), ... on the highest weight states 
for each step of the cham, an explicit construction IS given for the normalized basis vectors. To illustrate 
the usefulness of the construction, a derivation is given of the Gel'fand-Zetlin matrix elements of the 
infinitesimal generators of O(n). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE semisimple Lie groups have recently found 
many new applications in physics. The unitary 

groups in particular have received wide attention as a 
result of this renewed importance, and the irreducible 
representations of U(n) (arbitrary n), have been 
studied in considerable detail.1.2 Although the orthog
onal group O(n) has received less attention, it 
recently also found some new applications to physical 
problems. In particular, the groups 0(5) and 0(8) 
have become of interest in nuclear spectroscopy in 
connection with the quasi-spin formalism for neutron 
and proton configurations.3.4 The group chain O(n) ;:, 
O(n - 1) ;:, . " has also been found of interest in 
general many-body theory in the construction of 
n-body states of definite permutational sy.mmetry.5 

The basis vectors of an arbitrary irreducible 
representation of O(n) are completely characterized 
by the chain of canonical subgroups O(n - 1) :::> 

O(n - 2) ;:, ... 0(2). This canonical group chain 
has been studied many years ago by Gel'fand and 
Zetlin,6 who give the matrix elements of the infinitesi
mal operators of O(n), for arbitrary n, in this basis.? 
Since the mathematically natural chain of subgroups, 
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such as O(n):::> O(n - 1) ;:, .. " often does not 
include the subgroups of actual physical interest,3.4 
the application to physical problems, in general, 
involves a transformation from the mathematically 
natural to a physically relevant scheme. To effect 
such a transformation, it becomes important to have 
an explicit construction of the basis vectors of an 
arbitrary irreducible representation of the group. 

It is the purpose of this paper to give an explicit 
construction of the basis vectors of the irreducible 
representations of O(n) in the Gel'fand scheme through 
the successive application of lowering operators acting 
on the highest weight state. The concept of lowering 
(or raising) operators was employed by Nagel and 
Moshinskyl to construct the full set of basis vectors 
of U(n) in the canonical group chain U(n):::> 
U(n - 1) :::> •• '. Although the present work has 
set itself the analogous task for the group chain 
O(n) :::> O(n - 1) ... and thus forms a parallel to 
the work of Nagel and Moshinsky, the techniques 
employed are somewhat different. In particular, since 
the lowering (or raising) operators for O(n) are 
complicated polynomial functions of the infinitesimal 
generators of the group, a graphical technique has been 
found useful in the construction of these operators. 

In Sec. 2 a review is given of some of the properties 
of the group O(n) and the canonical chain of subgroups 
employed in the Gel'fand basis. In Sec. 3 the raising 
and lowering operators are constructed with the aid 
of graphs. Section 4 presents the calculation of the 
normalization coefficients of the lowering operators. 
These are the fundamental numbers of the construc
tion since the successive application of lowering 
operators must yield a normalized basis vector for 
easy application in actual problems. Finally, in Sec. 
5, a brief derivation is given of the Gel'fand and 
Zetlin results for the matrix elements of the infini
tesimal operators to illustrate the usefulness of the 
present construction. 
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2. SOME PROPERTIES OF O(n) 

A. Generators of O(n) 

The natural infinitesimal generators of O(n) are 
the set of skew-symmetric, Hermitian operators Jij 
with the commutation relations 

[Jmi,Jkl ] = i(bm~i! + biimk 

- bi~m! - bmiik), (2.1) 

where m, j, k, and I run from 1 to n. The number of 
independent generators of O(n) is therefore !n(n - 1). 

The infinitesimal generators of a Lie group are 
best expressed in standard forms in which they are 
organized into one set of k commuting operators 
(H type), where k is the rank of the group, and a set 
of raising and lowering generators9 (E type). In 0(3), 
for example, H, E1, E_1 correspond to J12 , J13 + il23 , 
J13 - il23 , respectively. For both 0(2k + 1) and 
0(2k) it is convenient to choose the k commuting 
operators as J12 , J34 , J66 , ••• , J2k-1.2k' It is useful to 
further classify the raising and lowering generators 
into two types, those which connect the group O(n) 
to its subgroups, to be denoted by Q, and those which 
operate within the space of the subgroups only, to 
be denoted by p, so that there are three types of 
operators in all. In 0(7), for example, operators of 
type Q are linear combinations of the Ji7 , while 
operators of type P involve only Jii with both i, j < 7. 

The three types of operators are defined as follows: 

(a) 0(2k + 1) 

Type (1) H/Z = J2I%-1.2/Z' oc = 1,2,' . " k, 

(2) Q2k+1.±/Z = J21Z-1.2k+1 ± il21Z•2k+1 , 
oc = 1, 2, ... ,k, (2.2) 

(3) PIZ/I = [Q2k+1.1Z' Q2k+1./I]' 
oc, {3 = ±1,' . " ±k, (3 y!: -oc; 

(b) 0(2k) 

Type (1) H,. = J2,.-1.2I%, 

oc = 1, 2, ... , k - 1, 

(2) Q2k.k = J2k- 1.2k (=Hk), 

Q2k.±,. = J2I%-1.2k ± il21Z.2k , (2.3) 

oc = 1,2, ... , k - 1, 

(3) P,./1 = [Q2k.,., Q2k./I]' 

oc, {3 = ±1, ±2,' . " ±(k - 1), k, 

(3 y!: -oc, 

8 O. Racah. CERN reprint 61-8 (1961). 
I The raising and lowering generators are not to be confused with 

the raising and lowering operators which are the subject of this 
paper. Except for 0(3) the lowering and raising operators are 
complicated polynomial functions of the lowering and raising 
generators. 

(Note that Hk is now included among the type 2 
operators, and that PIZ,-IZ is not of type 3 but, from 
its definition, is merely equal to 2J2I%-I,21Z') The basic 
commutators of these operators are then 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

[PIZ/I' P1~] = 2(b/Z,_~P/l1 + b/l'-1P/Z~ 
- b/Z.-1P/I~ - b/l,-~P/Z1)' (2.8) 

The PIZ/I. can also be represented as Q-type operators 
of the subgroups of O(n) 

PIZ/I = i[Q2/1-1./Z + iQ2/1.a], 

Pa,-/J = i[Q2/1-1,/Z - iQ2/1.IZ]' 0 < oc < (3, 
(2.9) 

P-IZ,/1 = i[Q2/1-1,-a - iQ2/1.-/Z], 2{3 < n, 

P-/Z.-/1 = i[Q2/1-1.-/Z + iQ2/1.-a]· 

B. The Gel'fand Basis 

Gel'fand and Zetlin6 have provided a way to com
pletely specify the basis vectors of the irreducible 
representations of O(n) according to the canonical 
chain of subgroups O(n)::::> O(n - 1) ::::> ••• ::::> 0(2). 
For the case n = 2k + 1 

m2k+1•1 m2k+1,2 m2k+1,k-1 m2k+1,k 

m2k,l m2k.2 m2k,k-1 m2k•k 

m2k-1.1 milk-I. 2 m2k-1.k-1 

m2k-2.k-1 

l.A(,np) = 

m51 mS2 

m41 m'2 

mal 

m21 

(2.10) 
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For the case n = 2k 

m2k,l m2k,2 

m 2k- 1 ,l m 2k- 1 ,2 m2k-1,k-1 

m2le-2,l m2k-2,2 

l.A{,n/l) = 

m 41 m 42 

m31 

m 21 

(2.11) 

The k numbers in the top row characterize the 
irreducible representations of O(n). The numbers in 
the next row characterize one of the possible irreduc
ible representations of O(n.- 1) contained in the 
specific irreducible representation of O(n), and so 
forth for successive subgroups of the chain. The 
numbers in each row thus characterize one of the 
possible irreducible representations of a specific 
subgroup. The numbers m 61 , m62' m 63 , for example, 
characterize one of the irreducible representations of 
0(6).10 

The Gel'fand basis vectors are not eigenvectors of 
the k commuting operators J2~-l,2~' The basis differs 
in this respect from the corresponding Gel'fand
Zetlin basis for the unitary groups.1 Although the 
full set of mij are thus not simply related to the com
ponents of the weights, they are nevertheless related 
to the highest weights of the irreducible representa
tions, since the highest weight state of O(n) is an 
eigenvector of the set of J2~-l,2~' The significance of 
the mn,i is therefore the following: 

(a) For n = 2k + 1, 

m2k+1,l is the maximum possible eigenvalue of J 12 in 
0(2k + 1), 

m2k+1,2 is the maximum possible eigenvalue of J 34 when 
the eigenvalue of J 12 is m 2k+1,l in 0(2k + 1), 

10 A slight change has been made in the Gel'fand-Zetlin notation. 
The first index has been shifted up by one unit so that mOl' m •• , .•. 
characterize the irreducible representation of O(v). The chain of 
numbers thus ends with mu [irreducible representation of 0(2)1, 
rather than with mu . 

m 2k+1,i is the maximum possible eigenvalue of J 2i- 1 ,2i 

when the eigenvalues of J2~-l,2« are equal to m2k+1,01 

for all ~ < i in 0(2k + 1), 

m 2k+1.k is the maximum possible eigenvalue of J 2k- Uk 

when the eigenvalues of J 201- 1 ,201 are equal to m2k+1,01 

for all ~ < kin 0(2k + 1); 

(b) For n = 2k, 

m2k,l is the maximum possible eigenvalue of J12 in 
0(2k), 

m 2k ,i is the maximum possible eigenvalue of J 2i- 1 ,2i 

when the eigenvalues of J 201- 1 ,201 are equal to m 2k,OI 

for all ~ < i in 0(2k), 

m2k,k-1 is the maximum possible eigenvalue of J 2k-3.2k-2 

when the eigenvalues of J 201- 1 ,201 are equal to m2k,OI 

for all ~ < k - 1 in 0(2k), 

m2k,k is the eigenvalue of J 2k- Uk when the eigenvalues 
of J 201- 1 ,201 are equal to m 2k ,OI for all ~ < k - 1 in 
0(2k). 

The irreducible representations of the subgroups in 
the chain are characterized in the same way. 

The numbers mij are simultaneously either integral 
or half integral with restrictions which have been 
given by Gel'fand and Zetlin6 : 

(2.12) 

These properties are clear once the lowering and 
raising operators are derived in this paper. 

Since the type-l operators J2OI- 1 ,2OI are not diagonal 
in the general Gel'fand basis, it is convenient to 
define a whole hierarchy of subbases of decreasing 
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complexity: 

[.A(,~~] == [.A(,n,,], 

[.A(,~~] = [.A(,n,,; mal = m2l], 

[.A(,~~] = [.A(,n,,; mu = m31 = m2l], 

[.A(,(51] _ [.A(, • mn = mu = m31 = m2l] 
np - nJJ' , 

m52 = mu 

(2.13) 

[.A(, (2il] - [.A(, • m - m n" - n,,' 2i,1I - fJlI 

ex. = 1,2, .. " i ] 
P = 2ex.,2ex. + 1, ... ,2i ' 

[.A(,(2Hll] - [.A(, • m - m .. " - .. ,,' 2;+1,11 - fJlI 

ex. = 1,2, ... , i ] 

P = 2ex., 2ex. + 1, ... ,2i ' 

The base vectors of [.A(,~q~] with q = 2i or q = 2i + 1 
have the special property that they ·are eigenvectors 
of the set of commuting operators J 22- l ,211 with 
ex. = 1, ... ,i. Any vector of [.A(,~q~] is specified by 
(n - q + 1) rows of numbers. 

The particular subbasis [.A(,~~-ll], made up of the 
base vectors of highest weight in the immediate sub
group O(n - 1) of O(n), is of greatest importance in 
the present discussion. Its states are specified by only 
two rows of numbers and it has the following special 
properties. 

(1) All of the type-l operators, J 211- l ,211 (with ex. = 
1, ... ,k for n = 2k + 1, and ex. = 1, ... ,k - 1 for 
n = 2k), are diagonal in this basis. 

(2) All of the type-3 raising generators PafJ' PII,-fJ 

(0 < ex. < p) give zero when operating on any vector 
of the basis [.A(,~~-ll]. This condition is necessary and 
sufficient to define the basis [.A(,~~-ll]. (Note that the 
generators P12, Pl.-2, P13, Pl.-3, P23' P2.-3,·· . are 
naturally considered as raising generators, whereas 
P-l.2, P-l.-2, P-l.3, P-l.-3, P-2.3 P-2.-3,··· are 
lowering generators.) 

The raising and lowering operators which are the 
subject of this paper are best defined in terms of the 
subbasis [.A(,~~-ll]. They are the operators which raise 
or lower by one integer one of the quantum numbers 
m .. -l. i of the second row without leaving the subbasis 
[.A(,~~-ll], that is the space of base vectors of highest 
weight in the immediate subgroup. In particular, the 
full set of states of [.A(,~~-ll] can be constructed by 
repeated operation with the various lowering opera
tors of O(n) on the highest weight state of a specific 
irreducible representation, namely [.A(,~';l]. The set of 
states of [.A(,~~-21] can then be constructed by successive 

operation with lowering operators of O(n - 1) on the 
states of [.A(,~~-ll] which are highest weight states of 
irreducible representations of O(n - 1), and so forth, 
until the full set of Gel'fand states has been reached 
by successive stepdown operations with the lowering 
operators of O(n), O(n - 1), ... , 0(3). 

3. THE RAISING AND LOWERING 
OPERATORS AND THEIR GRAPHS 

In 0(3) the raising (and lowering) generators 
J13 ± iJ23 == Qa.±1 are themselves raising (and lower
ing) operators; that is, Qa.+1 operating on a state 
II, m) converts it into a state II, m + 1). In O(n), with 
n > 3, the raising and lowering generators Q ... i have 
matrix elements connecting very many different states 
of the general Gel'fand basis, and when operating on 
a state of [.A(,~~-ll] do not give states belonging solely 
to [.A(,( .. -ll] .. " . 

By forming polynomial functions of the raising 
and lowering generators, it is possible to construct 
raising and lowering operators, to be denoted by 
o ... ±i, which have the simple property that they 
raise (or lower) by one integer one of the quantum 
numbers m .. - 1 •i of the subbasis [.A(,~~-ll] without 
leaving this subbasis, that is, the space of base vectors of 
highest weight in the immediate subgroup O(n - 1),u 
Specifically O .. ±i is defined by 

o Im
nl mn2 m ni m.nk) n.±i 

mn-l.l mn- 1.2 mn- l .i 

= N' Im
n l m .. 2 m ni ... 

m.nk). 
mn-l.l m n- 1.2 m n- l •i ± 1 ... 

(3.1) 

where N' is a normalization factor and I ) denotes a 
normalized state. To save writing, only the column 
that suffers change is indicated: 

0n.±i Imni 
) = N'lmni 

), 
mn- l •i mn- 1 •i ± 1 

{
i = 1,2, ... , k, n = 2k + 1, 
i = 1,2, ... , k - 1, n = 2k. 

(3.2) 

For n = 2k it is also convenient to introduce the 
zero-step operator, 02k,k 

.. , m2k.i o Im2k .1 
2k.k 

m2k- l •l .,. m2k-l.i 

= N' Im2k.1 • •• m 2k.i 
m2k- l .l ... m2k- l , I 

m2k.k- l 

m2k-l.k-l 

m2k.k-l 

m2k-l.k-l 

11 For the specific cases n = 5 and 6 explicit expressions for 
raising and lowering operators have been given previously. J. 
Flores, E. Chacon, P. A. Mello, and M. de Llano, Nuc!. Phys. 72, 
352 (1965), and (n = 5) K. T. Hecht, ibid. 63, 177 (1965). 
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or 

(3.4) 

Since 

1
m ... ) and 1

m... ) E [.A(,~~-l)], 
m .. _l. " m .. -l. i ± 1 ° ... ±i and 0llk.1: must satisfy 

(1) [Jk-l .... ' 0 ... ] = fJlI;O .... 
[Jk - I .2«, 0 .. _.] = -fJII.O ... _., 

[J2«-I .... ' 0 11:.1:] = 0, ° < oc < k, (3.5) 

(2) [PIIII' ° ... ±.] 1
m

... ) = 0, 
m .. _l." 

[PIIII' 0llk.l:] 1
m

... ) = 0, 
m .. _l." 

(3.6) 

[PII.-II' ° ... ±.] I:'" ) = 0, 
.. -1 •• 

[PII.-II' 0llk.l:] 1
m

... ) = 0, ° < oc < IPI. 
m .. _1 •• 

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) are necessary and sufficient 
conditions that ° ... ±i be raising (lowering) operators. 
Equations (3.6) apply to all of the raising generators 
of the subgroup O(n - 1) and ensure that the state 
° ... ±i Im .. i , m .. _1 •• ) is a highest weight state of the 
subgroup O(n - 1) since the state 1m ... , m .. _l •• ) has 
this property. Since the raising and lowering opera
tors are complicated functions of the generators they 
are best described in terms of graphs, and manipula
tions involving these operators are also best performed 
with the aid of these graphs. 

A. Raising Operators and Their Associated Graphs 

Contents of Ri graphs 

Graphs associated with the raising operator 0 .... 
are to be denoted by R.; these graphs consist of the 
following (see Table I). 

(1) A single row of i ordered points numbered 
from 1 to i with order increasing from right to left. 

(2) A connected chain of arrows always pointing 
from right to left, with (a) any point 1 ~ j ~ i as 
starting point, to be indicated by a circle, (b) end 
point always at i, (c) the arrows which form the links 
of the connected chain may connect some (possibly 
all) of the points between the starting point j and the 
end point i but may skip around others (possibly none). 

Operator Representations of the R. Graphs 

Each of the many possible graphs of type R. 
represents one of the terms of the raising operator 
0 ..... 

TABLE I. The graphs of R,., for any n > 8. 

GRAPHS OPERATOR REPRESENTATION OF THE GRAPHS 

4 3 2 I 
G> . . · 0.4 "3-4 "2-4 "1-4 

--..a . · (-'4-3) 0.3 "2-4 "1-4 

....----." · (-'4-2) 0.2 "3-4 "1-4 -- · (-'4-3)(-'3-2) °.2 "1_4 

.--.---o---e (-'4_1) °.1 "3-4 "2-4 

~ (-'4-3)(-'3-1) °.1 "2-4 

~ (-'4-2) (-'2-1) 0 •• "3-4 .. ... .. e (-'4-3)(-'3-2) (-'2_1) °.1 

Qj.j : "j- "j a:2(J 2."1,2. +11".) 

•• 2k "r 2k+1 

(1) The circle around the starting pointj represents 
the operator Q ... I' 

(2) An arrow link of the chain connecting points 
oc and p, with oc < p, represents the operator ( - PII.-J. 
[Note that the operator (-PII.-J = P-«.II with oc < P 
is a lowering generator of one of the subgroups of 
O(n).] 

(3) A free point, not connected by one of the arrow 
links of the chain, is associated in the operator 
representation of the graph by 0 1.-. = oJ - a., all = 
2(JIII_ 1•211 + k - oc) for n = 2k or n = 2k + 1. (Note 
that aJ._. = 0_ •• 1, and the vectors of [.A(,~~-l)] are 
eigenvectors of all') 

(4) The full operator represented by one of the 
R. graphs is the product of all the factors of type 
(-PII._II) and Q ... i implied by the various links of the 
graph. The order of the Q and P operators in the prod
uct reading from right to left is the same as the order 
of the links of the chain again reading from right to 
left, with - Pi.-« on the extreme left and Q .. .J on the 
right followed on the right by all the commuting 
operator functions 0_ •• 1' 

The Raising Operators 

Theorem: 0ni is equal to the sum of the operators 
represented by all possible graphs R .. i • 

Proof: Since all raising generators PII.II ' PII._II 
(0 < oc < IPI) can be expressed in terms of commuta
tors of generators of the type Pi.i+1 and Pi.-(J+1) ' Eqs. 
(3.5) and (3.6) follow from 

Im .. i ) 
PJ.-(J+1)O ... m = 0. 

..-1 •• 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

j = 1,2, ... , (k - 1), 

(3.9) 
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Equation (3.7) follows at once from the commutators 
of J2a.-1.2" with the p's and Q's [Eqs (2.4)-(2.6)]. 
Equation (3.8) follows from the fact that a P with two 
positive indices, when commuted through to the right 
of all factors PP._" and Q; of Oni' leaves one P with 
two positive indices (which in turn has one such 
surviving term when commuted to the right), and a P 
with two positive indices gives zero when operating 
on a state of [.A<.,(n-;-l)]. Equation (3.9) follows since n •• 
all the Pi.-(Hl) commute through to the right side of 
all factors P and Q of 0n.i except for the types which 
involve the indices j and j + 1, and Pi.-(1+1) operating 
on terms including these satisfy the relations written in 
terms of graphs: 

l@--._--@m 
j+l J 

1®-----;:, ;--@m(_2e,.!;+!) 

Pj.-I;+I) 
l®---~m m,; ) +J® ______ .--..f/!)m (2a.ij' 

mn_I,j 

; ~-----qjm 
® 1+' j 

... ~+---pl j--®m (-20. ij+J) 

t m 

~ 

And also 

~----.., 
1+' 

P1,"I+1l +}®---. ........... 

l®...----;-----.. 

Special examples 

0(6) 

061 = Q6,l 

1 

~I 

I:~·,..) = 
~\-.., 

w}--. 

0 62 = QUal-2 + (-P2-I)Q6,l 

o +.--0 

0(7) 

07.1 = Q7.1 

07.2 = Q7.nOl-2 + (-P2-1)Q7.1 

el} (f2o_ il ) 
1 

Q} 1-20j,_lj+l)) 

G 1- 2O i.lj+/I) 

07.3 = Q7.nOl-Sa2-3 + (-ps-JQ7,2al - S 

(3.10) 

1
m

,; >0 mn_I,i • 

(3.11 ) 

+ (-PS-l)Q7.la2-3 + (-Ps-J(-P2-1)Q7.1 

o •• + -+-----0 • +.~ + .+----e+-----O 

B. Lowering Operators and Their Associated Grapbs 

The graphs for the raising operators On,l are 
identical for all k > i. The graphs for the lowering 
operators 0n.-l, however, are not only dependent on 
the specific value of n but have a slightly different 
character for the odd- and even-dimensional rotation 
groups, n = 2k + 1 and n = 2k, so that the two cases 
must be discussed separately. Graphs associated with 
the lowering operators 02k+I.-i are to be denoted by 
L2k+l,i 

(1) L2k+1.i Graphs 

The L2k+1.i graphs consist of the following (see 
Table II). 

(a) Two rows of ordered points, k points in the 
bottom row numbered from 1 to k with order in
creasing from right to left, and k - i + 1 points in 

TABLE II. The graphs of 1: •• 2 , 

GRAPHS OPERATOR REPRESENTATION OF THE GRAPHS 

03 02 
° 7 . 2 "2_3 "23 "22 "21 ·3 -2 -, 

0-00 
(-P-23) °7-3 "23 "22 °21 0 . 0 

~ · (-P- 2-3) °73 "2-3 "22 °21 

~ · (-P-23) (-P-3-2 ) °72 "23 °21 

~ · (-P- 2 -3 ) (-P3 - 2) °72 °2-3 "21 . 
~ (-'-2-1) °7! ° °23 °22 0 2-3 

~ (-P- 23 )(-'-3-1) °71 °23 °22 

~ (-'-2-3) (-'3-1) °71 °2-3 °22 

~ (-'-23) (-'-3-2)(-'2-1) °71 °23 

~ (-'-2-3) (-'3-2) (-'2-1) ° "2-3 71 

Qij1lQ j +OJ 0i_ j 1l OJ-Oj 

".' 2(J2._ I,2. +3-.) 

the top row with order decreasing from left to right 
starting with k at the left and ending with i so that 
the point, j (i ~ j ~ k), in the top row sits above the 
point j of the bottom row. 

(b) A connected chain of arrows forming a clock
wise path, the arrows always pointing from right to 
left in the bottom row and from left to right in the 
top row, with (i) any point of either the top or bottom 
row as starting point, to be indicated by a circle, (ii) 
end point always at i of the top row, (iii) no vertical 
arrows (that is, no connections from point I in the 
bottom row to point I in the top row), (iv) no arrows 
pointing downward [that is, no arrows with starting 
points (tails) in the top row and end points (arrow
heads) in the bottom row], (v) the arrows which form 
the links of the connected chain may then be directed 
from point ex in the botton row to point fJ in the 
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bottom row with (P > ot), from point f-l in the top TABLE III. The graphs of 1:6•1 , 

row to point 11 in the top row with (11 < f-l), or from 
point ot in the bottom row to any point (J in the top 
row (J :;; ot, but (J =;6 ot. 

(2) Operator Representations of the L2k+1 .• Graphs 

(a) The circle around the starting point, say j, 
represents the operator Q2k+l.j when it is in the bottom 
row and Q2k+1.-; when in the top row. 

(b) An arrow link of the chain connecting point 
ot to point p represents the operator 
(i) (- PP._~) when ot < p, both points in 

(ii) (- p_P.~) when 
(iii) (-p_P._~) with 

bottom row, 
ot > p, both points in top row, 
ot in the bottom row, p in 

top row. 
(c) A free point not connected by one of the arrow 

links of the chain is represented by the operator 
function ai.-~ = ai - a~ when ot is in the top row and 
ai~ = ai + a~ when ot is in the bottom row, where 
a~ = 2(J2~-1.2~ + k - ot), as before. 

(d) The full operator, represented by one of the 
graphs L2k+l.i' is again the product of all factors of 
type p and Q implied by the links of the graph. The 
order of the Q and p operators in the product reading 
from right to left is the same as the order of the links 
of the chain starting with the encircled point and ending 
at point i of the top row, with Q followed on the right 
by all the factors ai±~ implied by the free points of the 
graph. 

(3) L2k.i Graphs 

Graphs associated with the lowering operators 
02k.-i of the orthogonal group in an even number 
of dimensions are to be denoted by L2k.i (see Table III). 
The graphs L2k.i have the same structure as the graphs 
L2k+1 •i with the exception that the two points k are 
replaced by a single point to be placed halfway 
between the top and bottom rows but to the left of the 
two points (k - 1). The rules for the construction of 
the operators represented by the graphs L2k .i are the 
same as those for the graphs L2k+l.i except for the 
following. 

(a) A free point, not connected by one of the arrow 
links of the chains and if placed in the otth position 
of the bottom row, is to be denoted by bi~ = ai~ - 2. 
If the kth point is a free point it is to be denoted by 
Ci = t(ai - 2). (Free points of the top row are 
associated with ai._~' as for L2k+l.i') 

(b) For the special case i = k, required for the 
zero-step operator, the free points of the bottom row 
(say in position ot) are now to be denoted merely by 

GRAPHS OPERATOR REPRESENTATION OF THE GRAPHS 

· 0 
°6-1 °1_2 b

" · · . c, b
'2 

· o---w 
(-P-12) °6-2 c, b

'2 
b

" · . 
~ · . (-P-13) °6-3 °'_2 b

'2 b" 

~ (-P-'2) (-'-23) °6-3 b'2 b" 

· ~ (-P-'-2) °62 °1-2 c, blf 

~ (-'-'3) (-'-3-2) °62 °'_2 b" 

~ (-P-'2) (-'-23)(-'-3-2) °62 b" 

· ~ (-'-'2) (-'-2 -I) ° 6 , c, b'2 

~ (-'-'3)(-'-3) °6 , QI-2 b
'2 

~ (-'-'2) (-'-23)(-'-3-') 06 , b'2 

· ~ b-'-2) (-'2-') 061 0'-2 c, 

~ (-'-'3) (-'-3-2) (-'2-') 06 , °'-2 

~ (-'-'2) (-'-23)(-'-3-2) (-P2-') 06 , 

0itj = 0j±Oj bij=Oij-2 c;=1I2(oi-2) 

06.3' 06 .- 3 ,..,3"' .. ,3 Qal: 2 (J2c.-f,2J'3-4 ) 

a~ . (The points of the top row play no role whatsoever 
in this special case.) 

Theorem: 02k+1.-i, 02k.-i is equal to the sum of the 
operators represented by all the possible graphs of 
L2k+l.i and L2k .i respectively. 

Proo!, (a) [J2~-1.2~' 0n.-i] = -On.-i~~i 
This again follows at once from the commutators of 
Eqs. (2.4)-(2.6). 

(b) For the relation 

the proof is essentially the same as that for the raising 
operator except that there are two sets of terms like 
those of Eqs. (3.10)-(3.11). One set arises whenj and 
j + 1 are both in the bottom row, the other when j 
and j + 1 are both in the top row. Both sets of terms 
sum to zero independently of each other. [The points 
m and I of Eqs. (3.10)-(3.11) can now be in either top 
or bottom row.] 

The proof of the relation 

is much more complicated since more summations of 
graphs are involved. However, the method is identical12 

to that illustrated by Eqs. (3.10)-(3.11). 

12 S. C. Pang, University of Michigan dissertation (to be pub
lished). 
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(4) Special Examples of Lowering Operators13 

0(6) 

. 0 (7) 

'·-'?'r'/./· 0._,:,'. . + '. ,+ . ,+ , . +, ,+ '- ' 

0.1" •. + ~ + 
t 

'",;---.+''.- • 

o =' • • + . -- + ...-;--.. + .- + . /' + '/-
1-1. ., ••• ••• ••• .-'.. ••• 

. ,'+ .~+ '~'+ '/'+' _. +"/ .. \ .,. ". ~ .. Le .-e 

._. . • '/' + " 
+ .'>-. + L·+ _.... . .... 

0._1".'. + \ + "'" + \ . .. ... .-. 
Not all the graphs give independent operators. 

In 0 7.-1 , for example, only 15 out of the 21 graphs are 
independent. The remaining six give operators which 
can be written as linear combinations of the 15 
independent ones. Terms 16 and 18, for example, are 
related by 

( ...... ) { .......... }.. {' ....... } {' . '} Lr = - .'\~ a:~2!~: - 2 •• \ 0;-;- -2 ~43 of:2 

It is most convenient, however, to treat all graphs on 
an equal footing to preserve both the over-all symmetry 
of the expression for 0n.-i and the uniform and 
simple factoring of the operators associated with an 
individual graph. The operator representations of the 
various graphs all have the same structure, differing 
only in the number of factors of type p and a. The total 
number of operator factors for each graph of eni is 
equal to n - i. 

13 t Note that 0.3 is an example of a neutral or zero-step operator 
of type 02k.k-

C. Some Properties of the Raising and 
Lowering Operators 

The raising and lowering operators which have been 
constructed have meaning only when they operate on 
the basis [.A(,~';.-l)]. It is interesting to note that the 
operators 01l.± .. together with the Ja..-l.a.. form a Lie 
algebra with respect to [.A(,~';.-l)]. The raising and lower
ing operators have not yet been normalized. However, 
the unnormalized operators On... have the simple 
property 

(3.12) 

With respect to the basis [.A(,~';.-ll], the set of operators 
0_, 0 11,-... Ja..-l,a.. thus commutes with any other 
set 0 11/1' 0 11,_/1' J2/1-1,2/1 ({J ~ at), so that the Lie 
algebras mentioned above breaks up into a set of k, 
(k - 1), commuting algebras of order three for 
dimension n = 2k + 1 (n = 2k), respectively. Equa
tion (3.12) can be verified by direct computation or 
obtained from the following considerations . 

From the uniqueness of the base vector 

the states 0 nP ni I.A(,~';.-ll), 0 1IP ni I.A(,~';.-l) can differ 
by at most a constant: 

'0 0 ! u(1I-1l) - 0 0 ! u(1I-1l) 
ni 111 """nil - cij n; ni ""'1I1l • (3.13) 

The constant cit can be shown to be unity by comparing 
the coefficients of the terms with the largest number 
of factors of type p on each side of Eq. (3.13). The 
term with the largest number of factors p for a single 
operator 0 ni arises from a single graph and has the 
coefficient unity in all cases except i < 0, n = 2k + 1. 
In the latter case it arises from two graphs (e.g., 
graphs Nos. 9 and 10 of Table II) whose summed 
coefficient (on the right) is equal to aii • This has the 
same eigenvalue when operating on the state !.A(,~';.-l) 
or on 0 . !..AL(n-ll) Thus C .. = 1. 

n3 nil· " 

4. THE NORMALIZATION 

The raising and lowering operators 0n.i do not 
yield normalized basis vectors_ It is therefore impor
tant to define normalized raising and lowering opera
tors, to be denoted by Un •i , which differ from the 
o ni merely by a normalization factor. The calculation 
of these normalization factors is presented in this 
section. 

The results for the even- and odd-dimensional orthog
onal group are somewhat different. For n = 2k + 1 
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the normalized raising and lowering operators are14 

U2k+1,i = I (IT aia. ) ( IT ai _/lai/l )_2_ 2 Ii 0 
a.=1 (a_i,II + 2)(a~~·P) + 2)aillo /I=i+1 a~;~+l)(a:~tJ) - 2) a:~f+l) (a:e~l) + 2) 2k+l,i' 

(4.1) 

U2k+1,-. = 02k+1-i !1_2_ 2 IT (a-ia. + 2) IT 1 Ii 
, aii a:~ok+l) (a:~~~1) + 2) 11=1 a;,.(a<'::;ol) + 2)a:=~+l) /I=i+1 ai,_/iai/la~;~+l)(a~~~J) - 2) , 

(4.2) 

where 

aHII = 2(J2i-l.2i + k - i) ± 2(J211- 1.2a. + k - IX) 
(4.3) 

with eigenvalue 2(m2ki + k - i) ± 2(m2kll + k - IX) 
in the restricted basis [.A(,~~1,1']' The superscript zero 
on a subscript of aia. has the following meaning: the 

eigenvalue of the corresponding J2"-1.2a. is to take its 
highest possible value in 0(2k + 1). For example, the 
eigenvalue of a1:~+l) is 

2(m2k; + k - i) + 2(m2k+l." + k - IX). 
For n = 2k the normalized raising and lowering 

operators are 

where aill , a~:'f,) are defined as before, and hi" = a;II - 2, Ci = !Ca; - 2). 
(4.5) 

The general basis vector for the orthogonal group can then be generated by 
these operators. Taking the case n = 2k + 1 as an example, 

successive applications of 

I u (3) ) Um31- m21 1.At, (3) ) 
.J"'2.k+1,11 = 3-1 2k+l,1' . 

Therefore 

where 

(

t(n - 1), n odd, 
[n] = 

in, n even. 
~ 

The symbol II with an arrow means that terms 
are to be arranged in increasing order from left to 
right. Note that the eigenvalues of the alII depend 
upon the exact position of these factors in the ordered 
product. 

A. Normalization Factor for the Case n = 2k + 1 

Since the lowering operators 02k+1.-a. form a 
commuting set of operators in the restricted basis 

U The superscript (2k + 1) will be omitted whenever it is obvious. 

(4.6) 

(.A(,~~Jl.I']' it is sufficient to consider the special vector 
I i) in the calculation of the normalization factor associ
ated with 02k+l.-i, where Ii) is defined by 

Ii) = 1[.At,~~~1,1']; m2k,,, = m2k+l,II for IX =F i). (4.8) 

Before calculating the normalization factors, a 
number of preparatory steps are taken. 

(1) The Quadratic Casimir Invariant 

It is well known that I:~"/ J~; is a quadratic invari
ant of 0(2k + 1), 

2k+1 
I J~; 1.At,~~~l,l') = C2k+1 1.At,~~~1,1') for all IX. (4.9) 
;<; 

Expressing Jij in terms of the Q operators of both 
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Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) the invariant takes the form 
2k+l k k 
I J:i = I Q2k+l,-iQ2k+1,; + I Q2i,-iQ2i,i 
i<j i=l O<i<j 

k k 

+ I Q2i-l,-iQ2i-l,i + I J:i- 1,2i 
O<i< i i=l 

k 

+ I (2k - 2i + I)J2i- 1,2;' (4.10) 
i=1 

By applying (4.10) to 
/.A(,(2k+l) 

2k+l,1' 

and using the fact that the raising generators Q; give 
zero when operating on the highest-weight state, the 
invariant can be evaluated: 

k k 

eSk+1 = Im:k+l,a + I(2k - 2!X + l)msk+1'«' (4.11) 
«=1 a=1 

(2) Some Preparatory Lemmas 

Lemma 1: 

and a process of mathematical induction. Note that 
(ii) follows from (i/ P-E). = (-P<,-l Ii) t and the fact 
that - P<.-l with 0 < E < /A/ is a raising generator 
of a subgroup of O(n). Set {J = i + 1 in relation (i). 
As a consequence of Lemma 1 only two terms of 
° np (corresponding to the first two graphs of Table 
I) survive. Commuting Qn.-(i+ll through the factor 
Pi+l.-i and using relation (ii), the term arising through 
the second graph reduces to 

i-I 
-2(i/ Qn.-iQni II aa.-(i+ll Ii). 

a=1 

Together with the first term this leads to the special 
case of Eq. (4.14), with 1= i + 1. By similar tech
niques the case with arbitrary I can be related to that 
with 1- 1. 

Lemma 4: 

Qn.i Ii) = 0 for 0 < j < i, 
where the vector Ii) is defined by Eq. (4.8). 

(4.12) (i/ Q2k+l,-iQ2k+l.i Ii) 

Proof: 
a ° na = I gaP(P )Qnp , 

P=1 
(l 

since 

QnP = I haP(p)O np , 
P=1 

Gnp Ii) = 0 {J =;t!: i (m2kP = m2kH/l (J =;t!: i), 

it follows that 

Qn.; Ii) = 0, 0 < j < i. 
Lemma 2: 

k 

(i/ I Qak+l,-iQ2k+l,i / i) 
i?:i 

= (i/ (m2k+l,; - J2i-l.2i) 

X (m2k+l,; + J 2i- 1 ,2i + 2k - 2i + 1) Ii). (4.13) 

This is a consequence of Lemma 1 and Eqs. (4.10) 
and (4.11). 

Lemma 3: 
1-1 

2 I Qn,-IQnl 
(i/ Qn,-IQnl Ii) = (i/ m>i Ii) 

a;_1 

= ('/ ~ III-l ai - cr + 2Q .Q ./') I n,-I n, I , 
ai_ 1 a=i+l ai_a 

This follows from the relations 
1 > i. (4.14) 

(i) (i/ Qn.-/lOnll [i)=O, i < {J, 

(ii) (i/ P-tl = 0, 0 < E < /A/, 

• k ai,-l 
= (1/ II ( + 2) (m2k+1,i - 12i- 1,2i) 

l=i+l ai- l 

X (m2k+l,i + JSi-1,Si + 2k - 2i + 1) Ii). (4.15) 

This is a direct consequence of Lemma 3 and Lemma 2. 

(3) Evaluation of (i/ 02kH.PSk+l.-i Ii) 

All terms in the raising operator 02k+1,i, except 
the one term containing Q2kH.i, have at least one 
factor P-E). (0 < E < /A/) on the left-hand side. Since 
(i/ P-<l = 0, the basic matrix element reduces to 

i-I 
= (i/ Q2kH,i02kH,-i Ii) II (i/ (acr- i + 2) Ii). (4.16) 

a=1 

The matrix element (i/ QSkH.P2k+l.-i Ii) is evaluated 
by commuting all of the factors P-E). of 02k+l.-i 
through to the left-hand side where they give zero 
when operating on (i/. After this process only matrix 
elements of the type (i/ Q2k+l.-iQ2kH.i Ii), (j ~ i), 
survive. Their coefficients are evaluated in Appendix 
A by a process of summing of graphs. The matrix 
elements themselves are given by Lemmas 3 and 4. 
Combining these results (Appendix A), the basic 
matrix element is 

(i / OSk+l,.OSk+l,-i I i) 

= (il (g aicr1TI}ai ,-1 - 2) fi (a_ill + 2») 
X (mSk+1,i + J 2i- 1,2i + 2k - 2i) Ii). 

(m Sk+l,. - J2i- 1,2i + 1) (4.17) 
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In the state Ii) all J2«-I,2« except that with (I. = i yield 
their highest-weight value 

Thus 

(il J2«-I,2« Ii) = m 2k+l,«, 

(il J2i- 1,2i Ii) = m 2k,i' 

(il 02k+1,P2k+1,-i Ii) 

«(I. ~ i) (4.18) 

= (.A(,~~~l'/l1 (m2k+1,i - J2i- 1,2i + 2k - 2i) 1.A(,~~~I'/l) 
k k 

x t(.A(,~!~I'/l1 II a:::+l) II 
«=1 y=i+l 

i 

X (a:~~;l) - 2) II (a~i~tl) + 2) 1.A(,~:I'/l)' (4.19) 
(J=1 

The superscript zero on a subscript of ai« has been 
defined in connection with Eq. (4.19). For example, 

(2k) (2k+1) (2k) , 
(.A(,2k+1,/l1 ai,_yO 1.A(,2k+l,/l) = 2(m2k,i - m 2k+l,y + y - I). 

(4.20) 

B. Normalization Factor for the Case n = 2k 

(1) The Quadratic Casimir Invariant 
2k 
'2,}:; I.A(,~~~/l) = C2k I.A(,~~~/l) for all (I.. (4.21) 
i<i 

Expressing the Jii in terms of Q operators as before 

2k k-l k-l 

! J:1 = ! Q2k,-iQ2ki + ! Q2;,-iQ2;i 
i<; i=1 O<i< j 

k k 

+ ! Q2;-I,-iQ2;-I,i + ! J~i-l,2i 
O<i<j i=1 
k-l 

+ !(2k - 2i)J2i_1,2i' (4.22) 
i=1 

k k-1 

C2k = ! m~k,-i + !(2k - 2i)m2k,i' (4.23) 
i=1 i=1 

As before, it is convenient to define the special vector 

Ii) = 1.A(,~~~;1); m 2k,« = m 2k- 1,« (I. ~ i). (4.24) 

Since the raising operators for O(2k) and O(2k + 1) 
have the same form, Eqs. (4.12) and (4.14) hold, and 

(4.25) 

Putting this relation back into the expression for the 
quadratic Casimir invariant gives 

+ J~i-l,2i + (2k - 2i)J2i- 1,2i Ii) 

= m~ki + (2k - 2i)m2k,i + m~k,k' (4.26) 

Unlike the corresponding equation for the case of the 
odd-dimensional orthogonal group, this relation is 
not sufficient to evaluate the matrix element 
(il Q2k,-iQ2k,i Ii), since the matrix element 

is not known. However, there is now one more invariant 
at our disposal. 

(2) The Quadratic Invariant in the Restricted 
Basis [.A(,(2k-l)] 

2k/l 

Since the (zero-step) neutral operator 02k,k com
mutes with all raising and lowering operators when 
applied to the basis [.A(,~~~;l)], it is an invariant in this 
restricted basis. To get a relation between the matrix 
elements of the quadratic factors J:k- 1,2k and 
Q2k,-iQ2k,i consider (il 02k,k02k,k Ii), where 

k-l 

(il 02k,k02k,k I i) = (il II a«J 2k-1,2k02k,k I i) 
«=1 

k-1 

= (il II a« li)(il J2k-1,2k02k,k Ii) (4.27) 
«=1 

through the relation (il p_;< = 0, 0 < j < 1101. Sum
ming up of the matrix elements from all the possible 
graphs in 02k.k with techniques similar to those 
illustrated in Appendix A leads to 

(il 02k,k02k,k Ii) 
k-l 

= (il II a! Ii) 
1t=1 

('I J2 kII-1 (a i-« + 2) Q Q I') (4,28) 
X 1 2k-l,2k - 2k,-i 2k,i I . 

«=i+l ai_«ai 

On the other hand, since 02k,k is an invariant 

(il 02k,k02k,k I i) = (.A(,~:'~I 02k,k02k,k 1.A(,~k~~)' (4.29) 

Also 

( '121') (u(2k)1 2I u (2k) f ..,J.' I a« I = ';1\)2k,/l a« ';1\)2k,/l or Gt r- I. (4.30) 

By applying (4,28), (4,29), and (4.30), the quartic 
invariant leads to the relation 

('I J2 2 kII-1 (ai_It + 2) Q Q I') 
I 2k-l,2kai - a i 2k,-i 2k,i I 

«=i+l ai-It 

= 4m~k,k(m2k,i + k - i)2, (4,31) 

(3) Evaluation of (il O;O-i Ii) 

Since we have two equations and two unknowns 
we can determine both (il Q2k,-iQ2k,i Ii) and (il J:k-l,2kli). 

The technique for the summing up of the graphs is 
similar to the case of 0(2k + 1) illustrated in Appendix 
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A (and Sec. 4A3.) and leads to 

(il 0Bk.i02k.-i I i) 
k i 

= !<.A(,~~~I)1 II (a!~~o - 2) II (a~i~10 + 2) 
"=1+1 P=l 

k b(2k) 
x II b~2~) 1.A<,(2k-1)(.A<,(2k-l) I u" 1.A(,(2k-l». (4.32) 

'Y 2k.I' 2k.I' b Sk.I' 
y=l ii 

The superscript zero on a subscript of aiIJ has the same 
meaning as before. For example, 

(.A(,~~~;I)1 b~~:) 1.A<,~~~;I» 

= 2(m2k-l.i + m2k•y + 2k - i - Y - 1). (4.33) 

C. The Normalization Coefficients 

Let the normalized lowering (raising) operators be 
denoted by U n.±i' If the state 1.A(,~~-I) is normalized 

(.A(,~~-I); mn- 1•il U niU n.-i I.A(,~~-l); mn- 1 •• ) 

- ( U (n-l). mIl U (n-l). m I) 1 
- JF\)np , n-l,i - t./f\}np' n-l,i - =. 

(4.34) 
But 

(.A<,~~-l); mn-l •• - 11 = (.A(,~~-I); mn-1.il (Un._.l, 

(4.35) 
The normalized lowering (raising) operators should 
thus have the property 

Uni = (Un._i)t. (4.36) 

The lowering (raising) operators of type 0n.±i do 
not satisfy this relation. However, if On. is a lowering 
(raising) operator of [.A(,~~-l)], so is 

In/(Ja, '34' .. ')Oni' 

where Ini is a function of '21Z-1.2a only (or. = 1, ... , k 
for n = 2k + 1, or. = 1, .. " k - 1 for n = 2k), and 
where In,±i can be chosen such that 

(4.37) 

Since any arbitrary function g(Q, p, J)PIZP' with ° < or. < 1 IPI, is a null operator when acting on 
[.A(,~~-I)] and can be added to a raising or lowering 
operator without changing its raising or lowering 
property, the functions Ini ,fn.-i must be evaluated by 
comparing the p independent terms on each side of 
Eq. (4.37). This leads to 

k k 

f2k+l,i = II ai,-.. II aiP' 
a=i+l P=l 
i-I 

f2k+1,-i = II (a-i,7 + 2), 
7=1 

i-I 
f2k.-i = II (a_i, .. + 2), 

a=l 
i-I k-l 

f2k.i = c.bii II biP II ai._ .. bi .. · 
P=l a=l+l 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

Thus 

Un. = Un.! N ni)O ni , (4.42) 

U n.-i = ° n.-lUn,-il N ni), (4.43) 
where Nni is a factor which is defined to be real. With 

(.A(,(n-l) I U.U ·1.A(,(n-l» = 1 
nl' m n,-' nl' '(4 44) 

(.A<,(n-lll I' ° ° I' 1.A(,(n-ll) - N 2 . nJl J ni ni n,-i) n,-i np. - ni· 

Note that the Un;, unlike the Oni' do not form a 
commuting set of lowering (raising) operators, 
[UnIJ , UnP ] =;f:. 0, since [In .. , 0nP] =;f:. 0. However, 

(4.45) 

Therefore, 

N!. = (.A(,~~-l)1 fnJn,-i 1.A(,~nl'-l)(il OnPn,-i Ii), (4.46) 

With Eqs. (4.19), (4.32), and (4.38)-(4.41) 

(4.48) 

5. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF In-1,n 

In the evaluation of the matrix elements of the 
infinitesimal generators, the matrix elements of 'n-l,n 
play the fundamental role since the matrix elements of 
all other 'ii can be simply related to these. Matrix 
elements of 'n-1.n have been given by Gel'fand and 
Zetlin.6 •

7 A derivation of the Gel'fand-Zetlin result 
is given here to illustrate the usefulness of the lowering 
(raising) operators. 

Since 'n-l.n commutes with all Ji} with both i, j < 
n - 1, 'n-l,n is a scalar operator with respect to 
O(n - 2). The matrix elements of 'n-l,n are thus 
diagonal in m n-2,a and independent of mv,a' v ~ n - 3. 
With respect to O(n), 'n-l,n transforms according to 
the regular representation [11000·",], With respect 
to O(n - 1) its irreducible tensor character is that of 
the vector representation [1000 .. ']. It thus connects 
states in which anyone of the mn- 1 •IJ differ by ± 1 
only. (For n - 1 odd, it also has a diagonal matrix 
element.) 

(.A(,~I'I J n-l,n l.A(,nl') = (.A(,~:-2) I J n-l.n 1.A<,~~-2» 

= < m:~:'il 'n-ln I::~:,)· 
mn- 2,i mn-2 •• 

(5.1) 
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For convenience, only the relevant mYi in the one col
umn subject to change are written out. The matrix ele
ments in the [.A(,~~-2)] basis could be evaluated through 
a construction involving successive application of 
lowering operators of type Un,i followed by Un-l,i' 
It is more convenient to factor the matrix element of 
In-I,n into two parts by using the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem. The reduced matrix element, independent 
of the mn-S,II ,can be chosen as the matrix element 
of In-l,n in the restricted basis [.A(,~~-l)], while the 
mn_ 2,,,-dependent factor can be expressed as the 
matrix element of a vector operator in (n - 1)
dimensional space 

X <m~-I'il V /m n- l .i\ (5.2) 
mn-I,i mn-s,1 

where V has irreducible tensor character [1000, .. ] 
with respect to O(n - 1) and [000' .. ] with respect 
to O(n - 2), and its matrix element is normalized to 
unity when mn_I,i = mn-l,i (all i). The first factor 
imposes the restriction m~-l,i ~ mn-l,i' However, 
the matrix element with m~-I,i = mn-I,i - 1 can be 
obtained from that with m:-I'i = m"_I,i + 1 through 
the Hermiticity of J n-l,,. , 

/~ni I Im
ni 

) A. Evaluation of \::'-l'~ In-Ii,n :n-1.i 
n-l,. n-l, 

(1) n = 2k 

Olk,k is a linear combination of J2k-l,lk and Qlk,lI' 
Re-expressing OIU instead as a linear combination 

of J Sk- l ,2k and 021<,i 

{OSk'k = [J2k- l ,lk IT a~lk) 
11=1 

+ ki
l 

02k-l,-"OSk,,,hi]} I mSk'i) = 0, (5.3) 
,,=1 m Sk- l ,' 

where hi are functions of JSi-l,li' (i < k), which are 
to be determined from the conditions required for 
OSk,k 

(a) [PI!' OSk,k] I mn.l) = 0, 
mn-l.l 

0< j < III ~ k - 1, (5.4) 

(b) (QSk-l,l, OSk,k] I mn.l ) = O. (5.5) 
mn-l,l 

Condition (a) is automatically satisfied. In order to 
satisfy condition (b): 

{[Q2k-l.I' J Sk-l,lk] It a~'I.I<) 
+ !l[QSk-l.I' OSk-l.-II]OSk"h,,} I m n

•
i 

) = O. (5.6) 
11=1 mn- l •J 

From the coefficients of QSk,i' however, the h, follow 
directly 

(

'-I a(lk) 1<-1 a(Sk) ) 1 

h; = i IJ (a(lk) ~ 2)a(2k) fJIJ+l a(lk) (;2k) _ 2) a(2k)' 
11- I" -;.11 =, i.-fJ ifJ Ji 

Also 
(5.7) 

Olk.k I mn; ) = ~ IT a~~k) I mSkoi ). (5.8) 
mn-l.; 2 i=l mSk-l,i 

Re-expressing the 0 11<-1.-" and OSk,II of Eq. (5.3) in 
terms of USk-l,-1Z and USk,tz' the matrix element of 
Jlk-l,SI< can be read off from Eq. (5,3): 

<
m

lk
; I ImSk; > < I (Ik) k (2k) I ) • • mSk 1 al<° a lZ

o m lk J 
mlk-l.J Jlk-l,Sk mSk-l.; = m' 2 !! a(2I<) ms . 1 ' 

mlk-l.;mlk- l ,i Sk-l.; IZ k- ; 
(5.9) 

(5.10) 
(2) The n = 2k + 1 Case 

The procedure is similar to that for n = 2k. First, since Jlk,lkH has no diagonal matrix elements, in 
place of the neutral operator there is now the relation 

{Jlk.SHl - [~02k'-IIOIHl.tzhtz + 0SHl.khk + OSkH.-kh-k]} ImlkH
;,) = 0, (5.11) 

,,=1 mSk.i 
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where the hrz are evaluated as before through From the coefficients of Q2Te+1.i , 

hi = {2(b~~k) + 4)(a;~ a~k) 
X rri

-
1 

a(.2k)a(2k) rrk
-

1 
a(.2k) a(.2k»)-1 (5.13) 

}« -1.« 3.-P ,p • 
«=1 P=i+l 

Similarly. re-expressing the 0 operators in terms of U 
operators, the matrix element of J2Te.2Te+1 can be read 
off from Eq. (5.11). 

<
m2k+1,1 I I

m
2k+l'i) < I-i I a(21Nol)(a(2.~+1) + 2)a(2Ic+l) It I ) 

+ 1 J m - m2lc+l,i _ -I, 1, j m2Te+l,j 
m2k'; 2Te.2k+1 liTe'; - m . 2 (2Te+l!( (21c+1) + 2) m. 
m . m . 2k,3 aik a i - k 2Te., 

2Te" 2k" 

(
m2k+1 '\ ;-1 \ a~:~l)(aj!~+1) + 2) It Te I a~~;P(a~~~+ll + 2) It Im 2Te+1 i) 

X m2Te,:!! a~~:l)(a~!Te+1) + 2) pIt a~~r>(a~~lc+l) + 2) m2Te,i' , 
j = 1,2," " k. (5.14) 

B. Evaluation of <m~_1'il v(n_l>!mn-1
•
i
) 

mn-2.i mn- 2• i 
v(n-l) has the transformation properties of 

\
10"') 
00· .. 

and is to be normalized such that 

m n-l.2 .,. mn-l,i .•. ) = 1. 
mn-l,2 .,. mn-l,i .•• 

(5.15) 

It is convenient to introduce the following shorthand notation. Change mni --+ (Xi mn-l.i --+ Pi mn-2•i --+ Y. ~ 
Pi and define 

I~) = /Pl 
Pa 

Yi f31 f32 

1f3; + 1 (3) = 1f31 f32 
f3; Yi f31 f32 

1~=/f31 f32 

Yi Y j f31 f32 

I~)=I~ 0 0 
0 0 

(1) The n = 2k Case 

Define coefficients r ii by the relation 

Pi-l Pi 
Pi-l Yi 

f3j + 1 
f3j 

f3i-l f3i 

f3i-1 Yi 

"). ... 

f3i+l Pi+2 .. ), (5.16) 
Yi+l Yi+2 ... 

f3i+l f3i+2 f3i-l f3i f3H l f3i+2 ... ). (5.17) 
f3i+l f3i+2 f3i-l Yi YHI YH2 

., . 

f3i+1 f3i-1 f3i + 1 f3i+1 .. ), (5.18) 
YHI Yi-l Yi Yi+l ... 

(5.19) 

where the r ii are generalized Wigner coefficients for 
the Kronecker product [100",] X [f31f32Pa' •• ] of 
O(2k - 1). Note that r 11' the coefficient with all 
Yi < f3i starting with Yl, is equal to the matrix element 
of V(2k-ll provided r Te_ 1j , the coefficient with all 
Yi = f3i' satisfies the normalization condition r Te-Ii = 
1 required by Eq. (5.15). The coefficients rij can be 
related to the coefficients ri+l,1 by recursion tech
niques, leading after repeated recursion to a relation 
between r 11 and r 7<-1.1' Since the recursion is to be 
established through the raising generator Qt, it is 
necessary to define further coefficients, nu , by the 
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relation 

The operators A(p) of the last term of the equation, 
when acting on states (5.16), create states outside the 
basis [.A<.,~~~-;:~~]. These are orthogonal to the states of 
present interest so that the last term of Eq. (5.21) 
plays no further role in the discussion. 

Applying Q2k-l.i again to Eq. (5.21), a set of recur
sion relations is established' for the coefficients nij 

nil (Pi P ;) q i (Pi) 
Yi Yi = ___ ..:!.Y...:.:i __ _ 

n (Pi Pi) (Pi Pi + 1)' (5.22) 
i; + 1 qi Y,· + 1 Yi Yi Yi 

(5.26) 

The recursion process for r ii can be started if the 
coefficients r ii' nij can be related for a particular 
value of Yi' The cases rij and riO are somewhat 
different. 

a. The Case rij' From Eqs. (4.1) 

qi(~: ~:) = ICPi - Yi)(Pi + Yi + 2k - 2i - 1) 

k-l a. ,o(a.,o + 2) It x II .,-,. .,,. . (5.27) 
}.=;+1 (a;,;. + 2)(a i ,_;. + 2) 

For m i = Pi - j + i + 1 

and Eq. (5.25) reduces to 

qi(Pi)rii( Pi P;) + ni;(Pi P;) = O. (5.29) 
mi mi + 1 Y i mi Y i 

With this starting relation and the recursion relations 
(5.22) and (5.25), 

r .. (Pi P;) = Yi - Pi + j - i-I 
(5.23) "Yi Yi Pi - P; + j - i-I 

niOe:) qi(~:) 
= 

niO(Yi ~ 1) qiCi ~ 1) , 
where 

<Yi ~ 11 Q2k-l,i I~ = qi(~:)- (5.24) 
(5.30) 

Applying Q2k-l.i also to Eq. (5.20), another set of 
recursion relations is established, where r ii has been related to 

Yi 

Pi) + nii(Pi Pi), (5.25) 
Yi Yi Y; 

In the same way the relationship r H -+ r 2i -+ 

r 3i -+ ..• -+ r H can be established, leading to 

Pk-l) = r jj (PI P2 '" PiP i+1 P 1+2 ••. ) 

Yk-l PI P2 '" P; Y i+1 Y 1+2 ••. 

I IT (Yi - Pi + j - i - 1)(Yi + Pi + 2k - i - j - 1) It (5.31) 
x i=1 (Pi - Pi + j - i - 1)(Pi + Pi + 2k - i - j - 1) . 

So far the recursive chain stops at i = j since Eqs. (5.22) and (5.25) are valid only if i ::;; j. To com
plete the recursive chain, the relationship r ii -+ r HI,; -+ •.• -+ r k_ I .; must be established. For this 
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purpose consider 

PHI ) + .... 
I'i+l + 1 

(5.33) 

[The omitted states are similar to those of Eq. (5.21). 
They are orthogonal to the states of present interest.] 
Operating with QU-I,i on (b), and with QU-l.HIQM-l,i 

on (a) and comparing the two equations 

Then 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 
(5.34) 

Combining Eqs. (5.31) and (5.36) with the restriction 
r k-l.i = 1, 

<
PI P2 

1'1 1'2 
Pk-11 V(STo-ll IPI P2 '" Pi PHI '" PTo-l\ 
I'k-l 1'1 1'2 I'i I'i+l '" I'To-J 

Pi + 1 PHI PiH 

I'i I'HI l'iH 

= I IT (Pi - I'i + i - j + 1)(Pi + I'i + 2k - i - j - 1) 1*. (5.37) 
i=1 (Pi - Pi + i - j + 1)(Pi + Pi + 2k - i - j - 1) 

b. The Case riO' From (5.23) and (5.26) 

n ( Pi ) 

r~e:) -r~(;:) + (P; - r;) q{ pP~) . (5.38) 

• Pi - 1 

In order to start the recursion process, the relation 

between riO (~:) and niO (Pi ~ 1) / qi(Pi ~ 1) must 

be known. The technique used for the case rij cannot 
be applied here. However, by applying the quadratic 
invariant to both sides of 

{Q . II)} I~) = n. ( Pi ) 1M + ... 2k-l,. 0 Pi - 1 .0 Pi - 1 {J/ ' 
(5.39) 

the desired relation is obtained (details are given in 

Appendix B) as 

riO(~:) = -(Pi + k - i-I) 

x niO(pi~ l)/qi(Pi~ 1)' 
(5.40) 

r 10(Pl) = IT I'i + k - ~ - 1 rk_1
,0(Pk-1) , 

1'1 i=1 Pi + k - I - 1 Pk-l 
(5.41) 

so that 

(5.42) 
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(2) The Case n = 2k + 1 

The procedure is exactly the same, except that the term riO does not exist (VOlk) has no diagonal matrix 
element). The result is 

(
PI P2 ••. PH Pi + 1 P1+1 

Yl Y2 .,. Y;-l Y; Yi+1 
Pk-1 Pkl V(2k) IPI PI! ... P;-1 Pi + 1 Pi+1 •.• Pk-l Pk) 
Yk-l Yl Y2 Y;-1 Y:I Y HI •.• Yk-l 

= I TI (Pi - Yi + i - j + 1)(P; + Yi + 2k - i - j) \*, (5.43) 
i=1 (Pi - Pi + i - j + 1)(P; + Pi + 2k - i - j) 

(:
n; I Imni) C. Evaluation of m~-I,n In-I.n m n_l.; 
n-2.; mn_II.; 

Combining the results of subsections A and B above, Eqs. (5.2), (5.9), (5.10), (5.14), (5.37), (5.42), and 
(5.43), the Gel'fand-Zetlin matrix elements are obtained. With 

12k,« = mllk,« + k - oc, 

1210-1.« = mllk- l ,« + k - oc, 

k~ k * 
IT (l;k-2,« - l:k- 1.:I) IT (l;k./I - l:k- 1,;) 
«=1 /1=1 

k-1 
1:Io-l,;(41:k- 1,i - 1) IT (I;k-l,1I - l;k-l,;)[(121o-1 ... - 1)2 - 1;10-1,;] 

1%*:1 

<::::1~ 11/2k.2k+11::I.\ 
millo-I,; m 21o-1.! 

k-l k * 
-i IT (l1Ik-1 ... - 12k,; - 1)(1210-1, .. + 12k,;) IT (l2k+I,/I - lak.; - 1)(l2k+I,/I + 12k.;) 

.. =1 /1=1 =-
k 2 IT (l;k« - l;k;)[l~kl% - (12k; + 1)2] 

APPENDIX A. EVALUATION OF 
<i I Q2k+1.i 021;+1.-i I i) 

«*; 

There are many graphs in 02k.H.-i' For some types 
of calculation certain ways of grouping them are 
more convenient than others. The following example 
demonstrates one way. 

Aj A' 

(. . '.' . . h.) ( . .... '.) 

c::3\' + . .) ( . . ) 
C, B, B' 

kilt 
02k+l,-i == I I I {-i, l}(-p_l,_;){j, -P}Q2k+l,2> 

;=1 2>=1 !=i+l 
k k :11-1 

X IT a',1 IT a',-1 IT ai,y 
y=J+l 7=1+1 7=1 

k k 

A; = I {- i, l}( - P-I,-J) IT ai,_y' 
I=i+l y=l+l 

{-i, i} = {j, -j} = 1 
; :11-1 

B; = I {j, -P}Q2k+l,21 IT ai1 , 
2>=1 y=1 

k 

C; = IT aiy' 
7=1+1 

k It 

A' = I { - i, j}Q2k+1.-i II ai,_y, 
;=i 7=1+1 

k 

B' = IT aiy' 
y=1 

k 

02k+1,-i = IA;B;C; + A'B: 
1=1 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

(5.46) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

k k k 

+ I {-i,j}QIIk+1,-; IT ai1 II a.,_y, (AI) 
;=i y=1 1=;+1 

where {- oc, P} means summation of all possible 
graphs, which have a chain away from the IPlth point 
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on the top when {J is positive and on the bottom when 
P is negative ; and a chain ending at the I exlth point 
on the top when ex is positive and on the bottom when ex 
is negative. 

Example: 
{-I, 5} includes the following graphs in the top row: 

.~. 
(With one arrow link of the chain and three points.) 

+ .-.~. -+ .~~. + .~---. 

(All the possible distinct graphs generated by re
moving anyone free point from the first graph, with 
the appropriate chains.) 

+ .--.~.~. + ..... .....-:-'-.--.. + ~ ....... --. 
(All the possible distinct graphs generated by 

removing any two free points from the first graph, 
with the appropriate chains,) 

+ .-.~.-..--. 

(All the possible distinct graphs generated by 
removing three free points from the first graph.) 

Since the distribution of free points uniquely 
determines the graph, it is sometimes more convenient 
to define the graph by its free points, 

With 

(il Q2k+l,i-p-«II) = (il (-2)Q2k+l,p 0 < ex < IPI 
(A4) 

each chain contraction gives a factor (-2), and 

(il Q2k+l,i{ -i, I} 

= -2(il Q2k+1,1 IT ai .-IZ 1 + (-2)! -
l-l [ 1-1 1 

«=HI P=Hl at,-II 

+ (_2)2 If 1 + ... (_2)H-l l-l 1 ]. 
p,y=i+1 ai,_pa,;,_y IT 

p¢y ai,_« 
"=HI 

(AS) 

The second term in the parenthesis comes from 
the removal of one free point from the first graph 
which is 

l-1 

( - P-il) II ai ,_", 
,,=£+1 

and the last term in the parenthesis comes from the 
removal of all free points from the first graph. A 
similar removal of free points gives the intermediate 
terms. By summing up all the terms, 

1-1 

(il Q2k+l,i{ -i, I} = -2(il Q2k+l,1 II (a,;._" - 2), 
",=i+l 

(A6) 

(A7) 

The first term is the summation of the contribution 
of all possible graphs with any number of free points 
from i + 1 to k in the Aj; but it has included the 
graphs 

k 

{-i,j}(-P-i,-i) IT a i ,_"" 
,,=Hl 

which should be zero, since P-I-i = O. The second 
term is therefore needed to take away the improper 
contribution of 

k 

{ - i, j}( - P-I.-i) II ai ,_,,' 
"=Hl 

Similarly 
I-I 

(il Q2k+l,-jB j = (il ! (-2)Q2k+1,-vQ2k+1,V 
v=1 

;-1:1>-1 i-I 

X II (ai", - 2) II ai « + Q2k+1,-jQ2k+l,i II ai "" 
,,=v+l 11=1 11=1 

(AS) 
With Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (A2) 

i-I ; i-I 
2 II a'a II aia II (a,;._" + 2) 

('I Q B I') ('I Q Q «=1 ,,=;+1 11='+1 I') 
I 2k+l,-i j I = I 2k+l,-i 2k+l,i i" (A9) 

II ai,_11 
,,=Hl 

By combining with (A7), (A2), and (A9) 

k k Q2k+1,-iQ2k+1.i II (a~_« - 4) II a,,, II (ai-« - 2) + 2 II ai.-IZ 
i-I k [ k k] 

('I Q "" ABC I') - "" 4( 'I «='1+1 ,,=1 "=1 «=1+1 I') I 2k+l,ik I I I I - k - I , I , 
i=i i=i 3 

ail IT ai ._« 
«-i+l 

(A 10) 
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Similarly, with Eq. (4.12), Eq. (A2), and Eq. (A6) 
k ~1 k k 

(il Q2k+l.iA'B' Ii) = 1- 4(il J2;-1.2; II (ai,-a - 2) II ai,-a II a ia Ii) 
;=i a=i+l a=;+1 a=1 

;-1 k k 

k II (a~,-a - 4) II ai~-a II a ia (All) 

+ '" _ 4('1 Q Q a=i+l a=i+l a=1 I') k I 2k+l.-i 2k+l.i ; I • 
;=i 

By summing up Eq. (A1O) and (All), finally 

II ai.-a 
a=i+l 

(il Q2k+1,;02k+1.-i Ii) = (il [IT a ia IT (ai.-a - 2)](m2k+l.i - J 2;-1.2; + 1)(m2k+l.; + J2i- 1,2i + 2k - 2i) Ii). 
a=1 a=i+l 

(AI2) 

A similar process works for O(2k), and gives 

(il Q2k'p2k,-i Ii) = (il (m2k.i + J2i- 1,2; + 2k - 2i - 1)(m2k,i - J 2i- 1,2i + 1) Ii) 

APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF EQ. (5.40) 

To derive Eq. (5.40), 

riO(~:) = -(Pi + k - i-I) 

X QiO(Pi ~ 1) / Qi(Pi ~ 1)' (5.40) 

the quadratic Casimir invariant C2k- 1 is applied to 
Eq. (5.39). In order to simplify the evaluation of these 
terms, the following points are useful: 

(1) Qa;I~:> = 0 i > 0, IX < 2k - 1 (Bl) 

since I~:) belongs to [.A(,~~~] 
(2)a. Q2k-l.;Q2k-l,i I~) = 0, i =/= -j. (B2) 

The net result of the two Q operations in succession 
would either have to change one of the m2k- 2 ,a by 
two or two of the m2k-2,a by one each, Both cases are 
impossible since m2k- 1,a is [1000 .. ']. 

b. Q2k-l.-iQ2k-l,i I~) = 21~)' (B3) 

a direct consequence of Eq. (4.14) and Eq. (4.15). 

2k-l 

(3) C2k-l = 1 J;; 
i<i 
k-l 

= 1 Q2k-l.-;Q2k-l.; + 1 Q2a.-;Q2«.; 
;=1 ;<a:Sk-l 

x (il IT (a i.-a - 2) IT bia li)(iI J.. li). (Al3) 
a=i+l a=1 bi; 

k-l 

+ 1 Q2a-l,-;Q2a-l,; + 1 J~a-l,2a 
;<a:Sk-l a=1 
k-l 

+ 1(2k - 21X - I)J2a- 1,22' (B4) 
a=l 

Proof" Operating on Eq. (5.39): 

The second term on the left-hand side cancels the 
term on the right-hand side, and with Eqs. (B3), (5.20), 
and (5.24) the derivation of Eq. (5.40) is attained. 


